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The price of diesel is high 
•Idling a Class 8 truck uses 0.6-1.2 gallons per hour
 

•That can total over $50 a night! 
•So even without regulations, there’s an incentive 
to reduce idling 
•Even if the price goes down more, 
idling reduction makes sense 
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Why do sleepers idle overnight? 
 

For services to resting driver and friend 
y Heating, ventilation, and 

air conditioning (HVAC) 
y Power for appliances 
8TV, microwave, refrigerator, 

computer, hair drier
 

To keep fuel and engine warm
 
To mask out noises and smells 

Because other drivers do it 
For safety 
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Skip’s Volvo has all the conveniences
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Workday idling is also important
 

Long-duration idling occurs 
y At ports and terminals 
y At busy delivery sites 
y At border crossings 
y At restaurants 

All truck types may idle during the day 
y We focus on long-duration idling 

(>30 minutes) 
8 Power take-off excluded 

y Idling reduction devices do not 
enable slow movement in queue 
(“creep mode”) 

y Scheduling can reduce workday idling 
y Daytime idling represents 

significant use of fuel 
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Idling may use over 8% of 
commercial truck fuel 
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Fuel use (million gallons/year) 

Gasoline Diesel Other Total 

Overnight idling 0 666 0 666 

Workday idling 1,416 1,002 73 2,491 

Total long-duration idling fuel use 1,416 1,668 73 3,157 

Total fuel use for commercial trucks 13,922 22,681 378 36,982 

Idling % of total use by fuel type 10.2% 7.4% 19% 8.5% 



Several technologies can keep cab comfortable 


All reduce fuel use, emissions, and noise 


while they maintain driver comfort 


The best choice depends on 
y Duty cycle 
y Location 
y Fuel and equipment cost 

Types of on-board equipment 
y Automatic engine stop-start controls 
y Auxiliary power units (APU) and similar devices 
y Cab and block heaters 
y Battery or thermal storage air conditioners 

Types of electrified parking spaces (EPS) 
y Single system electrification requires no 

on-board equipment 
y Shore power allows driver to plug in 

on-board equipment (dual system) 
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Estimated costs for alternatives vary widely
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Payback time depends on operating practices
 

Fuel savings are the main
financial benefit 

y Payback is faster if more
idling hours are displaced 

Savings also accrue from reduced
maintenance costs 

y Routine maintenance can be 
performed less often without idling 

y Mileage to overhaul can be
increased without idling 

y Worksheet for trucks is based on 
TMC RP 1108 

Low-idling history should increase
vehicle resale value 
Device has residual value 
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Hourly cost saving depends on fuel price 
�Hourly costs fixed for wayside systems 
�Rise with fuel cost for on-board options, including idling 
�Operating cost for all options lower than idling if fuel >$3/gal 



Savings to truck owner rise with idling hours
 
� Options with low investment save most for low idlers 
� Options with low hourly cost save most for high idlers 
� All alternatives produce savings for >18 hours/week idling 

($4.50/gal diesel fuel) 
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EPS costs borne by infrastructure owner 
 

Capital costs lower for dual system than single 
Operating costs dominated by 

� Service on debt 
� Labor costs (some single systems) 
� Electricity cost to lesser extent 

Revenues depend on parking space occupancy 
� Major supplier has achieved about 25% 
� Recently raised hourly charge 

Long-term financial viability 
remains to be seen. 
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Bang-for-the-buck depends on costs, idling hours, and location 
•All idling reduction options save truck owner money and reduce emissions 
•Emissions occur at truck and upstream 

•Differ for heating and cooling 
•Differ by state-- heating/cooling mix, power generation mix, urban vs. rural locations 

•For low idling times, capital-intensive systems slow to pay back (see graphs) 
•For high idling times, operating cost is key factor 
•Heater plus energy storage air conditioner beneficial under all conditions 

Annual savings and emission reductions 
(1000 h/y idling 2007 truck in CA,  5 year loan, fuel $4.50/gal) 



High idling case, with electricity generated by coal 
 



Thank you! 

Society of Automotive Engineers 
DOE Office of Vehicle Technologies 

For more information: 
Linda Gaines lgaines@anl.gov 
Terry Levinson tlevinson@anl.gov 
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